PEN Camera System

PEN

accessories
Further expand what you can do with your PEN
Lens Converters

Easily get a new perspective and be inspired by the creative options available to you by
using a lens converter. Add a Wide, Macro or Fisheye lens converter to the PEN 14-42mm
Mk II kit lens and discover a new world of photographic possibilities.

Wide Lens Converter
Easily turn your M.Zuiko 14-42mm
MkII kit lens into an 11mm ultrawideangle lens (22mm equivalent) with
this high-quality 2-element converter

Fisheye Lens Converter
Take dramatic 120˚ fisheye
pictures easily by adding this
converter to the front of your
M.Zuiko 14-42mm MkII
kit lens

Macro Lens Converter
Focus even closer for macro shots
with this front of lens converter
designed for the M.Zuiko 14-42mm
MkII, M.Zuiko 14-150mm Ultrazoom, and the M.Zuiko 40-150mm
Telephoto zoom

MAL-1

PEN-PAL

PT-EP03

Macro Arm Light
Two bright LEDs on fully
flexible metal arms that extend
up to 6.6 inches. Mounts to the
accessory port for macro shots
or attractive close-ups of small
items. The MAL-1 is ideal for
photographing small objects
like jewelry, miniature scale
models and small insects.

Bluetooth®
Communication Unit
Store up to 2600 images and
transfer them via wireless
Bluetooth® to other Bluetooth-enabled devices, such
as a smart phone, or even
another PENPAL-equipped
camera. Makes online picture
sharing easy.

Underwater Housing
Take the E-PL2 down to 40
meters underwater with this
protective underwater housing,
you can. This durable housing
features an optical glass filter
with multi-coating on both sides
to minimize reflection and is
customized to ensure complete
control of all camera functions. Used with the M.Zuiko
14-42mm, 14-42mm MkII and
9-18mm lenses.

For use with PEN E-PL2 only.

VF-2

FL-14

SEMA-1

Electronic Viewfinder
Extremely high resolution
eye-level viewfinder. Easily
slides onto the accessory port
and hot shoe of the Olympus
PEN to provide 100% field
of view and 1.5x magnification. Ideal for bright outdoor
shooting.

Electronic Flash
An easy-to-operate external
flash designed specifically for
the Olympus PEN. With an
equivalent Guide Number of 14.
Enables flash illumination at an
even further distance.

External Microphone
Adapter Set
Adapter and stereo microphone
for high-quality stereo sound
recording. A 3.5mm standard
microphone socket further
enables the use of sensitive
professional microphones for
HD video capture.
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